
 

 

August 25 and 26, 2018 

At the Bar U National Historic Site 

High Country Carriage Driving Club is pleased to present this fun 

weekend showcasing driving skills and a wide variety of turnouts in 

memory of Ted Swendson – a founding member of our club and a great 

supporter of all the traditions in driving.  We welcome all safe turnouts at 

this event both modern and traditional.  Come and have fun driving at 

the Bar U National Historic Site where we can enjoy the ambience of 

days gone by. 

High Country Carriage Driving Club maintains the adherence to humane treatment of horses in all 
activities and is committed to: 

• Upholding the welfare of horses, regardless of value, as a primary consideration in all 
activities; 

• Requiring that horses be treated with kindness, respect, and the compassion that they                   
deserve, and that they never be subjected to mistreatment; 

• Ensuring that owners, trainers and exhibitors or their agents use responsible care in the 
handling, treatment and transportation of their horses as well as horses placed in their 
care for any purpose; 

• Providing for the continuous well-being of horses by encouraging routine inspection 
and consultation with health care professionals and competition officials to achieve the 
highest possible standards of nutrition, health, comfort, sanitation and safety as a 
matter of standard operating procedure; 

• Continuing to support scientific studies on equine health and welfare; 
• Increasing education in training and horsemanship practices; 
• Requiring owners, trainers and exhibitors to know and follow their sanctioning 

organization’s rules, and to work within industry regulations in all equestrian 
competition; 

• Reviewing, revising and developing competition rules and regulations that protect the 
welfare of horses. 

The standard by which conduct or treatment will be measured is that which a person, informed 
and experienced in generally accepted equine training and exhibition procedures, would 
determine to be neither cruel, abusive nor inhumane. 

Ted Swendson Memorial 

Sporting Days 



GUEST JUDGE:   Yvette Swendson 

Ringmaster:  TBA 

Show Manager/Entries:     Kathleen Winfield 

                                Site 12 Box 13 RR1 

     Millarville, AB T0L 1K0 

                           Ph 403 931 0389 
                               E-mail: winfieldkj@gmail.com  

 
Note: some competitors are members of HCCDC and were involved in the planning and design of course 
elements 

Rules and Regulations: 

1. Fees /Entries  The Entry Fee is $25 for HCCDC members, $40 for non-members, $20 for Juniors which covers all classes. 
NOTE: Junior and senior  entries will be refunded by the High Country Carriage Driving Club upon proof of participation. Entry 
form still must be completely filled out with appropriate signatures and PSO (AEF) numbers. The entry form is to be 
accompanied by payment. (Call Show Secretary for clarification if required.) Any change of driver, horse or vehicle is 
considered a different entry and requires a separate number and entry fee. 

ENTRIES CLOSE August  10, 2018 . ALL CHEQUES OR PAYMENTS ARE TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO “HIGH COUNTRY 

EVENTS”.  EMT may be made to winfieldkj@gmail.com. Catering final numbers due Aug 10, 2018 

2. Post Entries: Post entries will be accepted for a fee of $40.00 per entry. Saturday night dinners will not be available to post 
entries.   

3. Entry Declined 
The Organizing Committee reserves the right to refuse entry or participation to any individual who has been expelled from, 
refused membership in, or is otherwise not in good standing with any local, provincial or national driving or equestrian 
organization. 

4. Forfeit of Fees 
In the case of horses/ponies being entered and not exhibited, entry fees will be forfeited. Refunds on entries will be made only 
on receipt of a Doctor’s or Veterinarian’s Certificate attesting to the inability of the driver or animal to participate due to illness 
or injury. This Certificate must be received prior to the beginning of the show, August 25, 2018. 

5.  Competitor Numbers 
An entry is defined as a combination of horse(s), vehicle and driver and must be assigned a specific entry number. This means 
a driver cannot use two different vehicles while competing under the same competitor number. In the event that a vehicle is 
disabled, management may authorize the substitution of another vehicle and keeping same number.  All entries must have an 
entry number before entering any class.  Numbers are obtained at the Hospitality tent once the entry form has been completed 
and all fees paid.  The number must be visible on the turnout at all times. 

    6. Duplicate Entries 
No driver may appear more than once in any one obstacle or cones class. 
 

    7.   Vehicle Width       
 Measurements will be taken at the Turnout inspection in the arena after the Parade on August 25th.  Any new entries on August           
26th will have measurements taken at registration. 

  8. Method of Driving 
The method of driving is optional. The encouraged method of driving is that all reins are to be held in the left hand with most 
of the direction done by the right hand, which also holds the whip. 

9. Combined Ownership 
Combined ownership of horses/ponies and vehicles is permitted in all classes. 

10. Pleasure Driving Harness & Vehicles 
All entries must be shown in suitable harness and vehicles. A properly turned out western rig such as a buckboard will be 
acceptable. Combined driving vehicles will also be acceptable.  “Western” turnout is acceptable.  
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11. Shoeing  If shod, horses should be suitably shod for pleasure driving. 

12. Driver Eligibility 
The driver may be either an amateur or a professional. No change of driver is permitted during any class unless otherwise 
specified. Passengers are allowed and encouraged. 
 
12. Sole Responsibility 
The driver is the only person allowed to handle the reins, whip, and brake in any class. Any infringement is under penalty of 
elimination. 

13.  Outside Assistance 
Outside assistance is forbidden under penalty of elimination. Exception: in certain instances, outside assistance to an entry may 
be allowed by the Judges, i.e. holding a turnout while a participant is engaged in giving aid during an emergency. 

  14.  Examining the Course 
Any violation will incur elimination from the division. While walking the cross-country or obstacle courses, competitors shall 
not alter, adjust or in any way move an obstacle or any part thereof. Should a competitor have any question regarding a specific 
obstacle, he/she will call it to the attention of the Technical Delegate for clarification and/or adjustment. 

15. Schooling 
There shall be no schooling over any of the cross-country or obstacle courses or in the Main Ring (arena) at any time. 

16. Be Prepared for All Classes 
The driver must be prepared to enter the ring or obstacle course area when his/her class is called. After a reasonable wait, 
management may announce that a one (1) minute time limit will be invoked. When the appropriate time has lapsed the gate or 
course will be closed and any entry not in the ring or at the course start will be excluded from the class. Management may give 
permission for the class to be held for an entry which requires an equipment change. 

The order of go for the Games Classes will be posted a minimum of one hour prior to each class. 

17. Wire Wheels 
WIRE WHEELED VEHICLES ARE PROHIBITED. The only exceptions allowable, at the discretion of the Committee, are those 
antique vehicle types equipped with wheels having long wire spokes and hard rubber tires and vehicles pulled by animals 
under 39” at the withers. 

18. Cantering/Galloping 
NO CANTERING OR GALLOPING WILL BE ALLOWED IN ANY CLASS OR ANYWHERE ON THE GROUNDS  exception: VSE’s may 
need to canter up the hill to the Polo Fields for cones games. 

SAFETY 

19.Condition of Harness and Vehicle: to be certain that all harness is in good repair, and that the vehicle is in sound condition. 
No competitor will be allowed to continue in a class when, in the opinion of the judge, any part of the turnout has become 
dangerous or unsafe. 

20. Horses “Put to” 

Bridles should be adjusted to fit snugly to prevent catching on a vehicle or other pieces of harness. A bridle with reins attached 
and passed through the saddle terrets must be in place whenever a horse is put to a vehicle. Failure to comply will incur 
elimination. The horse must never be left unattended while put to a vehicle. Failure to comply will incur elimination. 

21. Breakdown 
In the event of breakdown in the obstacle classes, either to harness or vehicle, which necessitates a halt for repair, the 
competitor is to make only those adjustments/repairs necessary for the safe removal of his/her turnout from the obstacle 
course. 

22. Leaving the Arena 
No entry may leave the arena after judging has begun without permission from the judge and/or ringmaster. However, in the 
event of an accident and/or equipment failure which requires either medical attention or repair, the turnout must leave the 
arena or obstacle course as soon as possible. 

23. Accident 
In the case of an accident, the Show Manager may, at his/her discretion, require a safety inspection of the vehicle involved in 
the accident by members of the Competition Committee, before allowing the vehicle to be used in any succeeding classes. 

24. Grooms and Attendants 
Each turnout must comply with its entry type as specified below: 



-Four-in-Hand/Unicorn - a driver, two grooms, or 2 passengers (except VSE).-Pair, Tandem, VSE 4-in-hand or unicorn - a driver, 
one groom or one passenger 

Grooms or passengers are not allowed to leave their respective positions on the vehicle while it is in motion or attempt to 
correct a problem without being put down. Exceptions:  grooms dismounting to head the horses immediately prior to a halt 
and shifting weight to aid balance to prevent an accident are permissible. Failure to comply will incur elimination. Minor 
adjustments to harness may be made upon permission from the judge. A groom/passenger riding on the vehicle may be put 
down to assist with the adjustment without penalty except in obstacle classes. 

After judging begins, no attendant may enter the arena without the permission of the judge except in the case of accident or 
to prevent an accident. 

Leading a turnout into the ring or obstacle course start is considered outside assistance and is not permitted. 

Grooms may not stand behind the driver unless the vehicle is designed for it e.g. marathon vehicles.  

When a groom or passenger is put down to head the horse or horses during a line-up, he or she must remount when the 
driver moves off. This includes individual tests. Failure to comply will be penalized. Exception: when receiving awards. 

If it becomes necessary for a groom(s) or passenger(s) to assist the driver, penalties will be assessed, as indicated in the 
class specifications. The groom or attendant must be CAPABLE OF RENDERING ASSISTANCE IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY. A 
groom is optional with a single horse/pony turnout. A groom must not be under 14 years of age. 

CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES 

25. Clothing 
In all classes on Day 1, the driver shall wear a hat or helmet, an apron or knee rug, and gloves. Drivers should dress 
appropriately when competing in any pleasure driving class, including obstacles. Any attempt to introduce period costumes or 
gaudy trappings is discouraged. Dress for driver, passengers, and attendants should conform to the type of turnout, i.e. Formal, 
Park, Country, Sporting, Western, Marathon etc. 
Gentlemen must wear a coat or jacket while appearing in any class unless excused from doing so by the Judge. 
Gentlemen are requested to remove their hats when accepting awards. Ladies must dress conservatively.  Floppy hats 
are discouraged. Grooms of either sex may wear stable livery except in the most formal vehicles where full livery would 
be appropriate. Western stable livery must be appropriate for the vehicle being driven.  On all other modern vehicles, 
dress is conservative and appropriate to the vehicle. 

On Day 2, any safe, suitable ensemble is acceptable including proper footwear, gloves, whip, hat or helmet.  There will 
be a parade at the beginning and the general public will be viewing. Helmets are recommended, mandatory for juniors. 

26. Whips 
An appropriate whip shall be carried in hand at all times while driving. The thong on the whip must be long enough to reach 
the shoulder of the farthest horse. A driver not in compliance with the above shall be severely penalized. A whip with its thong 
tied in a manner which renders it incapable of reaching the farthest horse is not allowed. Failure to comply shall be severely 
penalized. 

OTHER 

27. Camping/Stabling 
Dry camping is permitted in the area shown on the map.  You are responsible for your own horses, portable pens are 
permitted, water troughs will be filled twice daily for you to access water with buckets – NO HORSES DRINKING FROM THE 
TROUGHS.  Lunch may be purchased in the Visitor’s Center both days if desired. NOTE:  No Dogs Permitted on Site   

29. Social Events 

Saturday evening, August 25th, there will be a dinner with refreshments in the Visitors Center.   Dinner fees to accompany 
entry form (full meal including desserts for $15 – Caterer is licensed so you can purchase alcoholic beverages).  No meals 
may be purchased on Saturday evening – only prepaid meals available. 

 
 



Ted Swendson Memorial 

Sporting Days 

SCHEDULE of EVENTS                            At the Bar U National Historic Site 

Friday August 24:   Registration open from 5-7 pm at Meeting tent by arena and camping area 

Saturday August 25:  NOTE: Entrance gate closes at 10:00 AM SHARP 

 10:00 AM  Registration open at Meeting tent by arena and camping area 

 10:30 AM   MANDATORY SAFETY MEETING – SIGN WAIVERS 

Safety check must be completed before any entry participates in a class.  Report to 

Safety Officer  near the Meeting tent 15 minutes before we begin each day 

NOON    Parade through the Bar U led by Bar U vehicle.  Upon returning to the start in 

the arena, there will be individual Turnout judging followed by the Country Drive . 

Approx 1:00 PM  Country Drive with 5 Driver’s skill tests. Timed. 

Approx 2:00 PM  Cones course – map provided in registration package. 

5:00 PM  Awards and dinner in the Visitor center – prepurchased dinners only 

Evening – optional drive on gravel road heading west led by Doug Weston or cones 

available for your own games, gather at the Roundup Camp firepit for visiting (weather 

permitting) 

Sunday  August 26:    Games Day  NOTE: Entrance gate closes at 10:00 AM SHARP 

10:00 AM   Registration and Waiver signatures for any new drivers, safety chat 

11:00 AM   Parade through the Bar U led by Bar U vehicle.   

11:30 AM   Let the games begin! 

  Class 1.  Fault and Out Cones 

  Class 2.  Bingo Cones 

  Class 3.  Double Jeopardy 

  Class 4.  Walking Race 

  Class 5. Serpentine Dunk 

Class 6. Gambler’s Choice 



 

 

 

 Day 2 Class Descriptions – August 26       All classes timed 

1. Fault and Out: A 10 pairs cones course to be driven in numeric sequence. If you have completed 

the 10 pairs and the whistle has not blown, repeat cone pairs 1-10.  You are done when either 

you knock a ball down or the whistle blows –proceed to the finish.  Time allowed  1 minute 

2. Bingo Cones: A 10 pairs cones course will be used but the order will be determined by a random 

draw of numbers - called by the announcer.  

3. Double Jeopardy: To be driven over a prescribed course of 8-10 cones by an entry and two 

drivers. After passing the start line, the first driver shall proceed through each obstacle to the 

designated finish line. After coming to a complete stop, the reins are passed to the second 

driver who must drive the course in reverse order. Failure to come to a complete stop before 

the exchange of reins will incur elimination. 

4. Walking Race:  At the whistle, walk as quickly as possible to the end of the arena, go around the  

cone and return to the finish.  Scoring will add 2 seconds for each break of pace of any length.  

Best time overall wins. Two competitors will drive at once. 

5. Serpentine Dunk: Passenger/groom gets 6 tennis balls in a bucket.  Objective is to drop one 

tennis ball in each bucket going up and one in each bucket on the return.  5 second penalty for 

each tennis ball on a cone disturbed, 5 second penalty for ball missing the bucket or not staying 

in the bucket. TROT only.  

                                                                                                            

 

6. Gambler’s Choice: To be driven over a course of obstacles each carrying a specific point value. 

Drivers will have 2 minutes to negotiate as many obstacles as possible. After passing through the 

start line, the driver may drive through the obstacles in any order, from any direction. Each 

obstacle may be driven twice, but not in succession. No obstacle may be re-driven once it has 

been damaged or disturbed. No points will be awarded for an incorrectly completed obstacle. A 

signal will sound at the end of the allowed time, and the driver must then exit through the finish 

markers, where the total time on course will be recorded. If the signal sounds when the 

competitor is committed to an obstacle, the competitor may complete the obstacle and receive 

the appropriate points, then proceed through the finish markers. Placing is determined on 

points total, with ties broken by time. Course map will be available at registration, course walk 

15 minutes before start of the game. 

 

 

Ted Swendson Memorial 

Sporting Days 



Ted Swendson Memorial 

Sporting Days 

Registration Form 

Driver Name:           ____________________________________________ 

Driver Address:  ____________________________________________ 

                                          ____________________________________________ 

Phone:                               ________________     AEF #required _____________ 

Email:                                ___________________________________ 

Carriage info (type, builder, date): __________________________________ 

  All vehicles welcome – carts,             __________________________________ 

marathon, recreational, traditional   ___________________________________                                                            

Equine(s) (names, breed, age, sex, height): _____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________ 

Names of grooms and passengers:   ___________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________  

# Dinner tickets for Saturday dinner:  ____ @ $15 each =  $____________ 

NOTE:  All dinner tickets must be paid by August 10, 2018 

Entry Fee: $25 HCCDC members $40 Adult non-members   $20 Junior (under 18)                                             

Total Fees submitted: $         entry + $             dinner tickets=  $_____________ 

Send this completed entry form to:  HCCDC c/o Kathleen Winfield, Site 12 Box 

13 RR1, Millarville  AB  T0L 1K0  with payment (note: Junior or Senior driver’s–

HCCDC will refund your entry fee upon confirmed participation )  or EMT fees to 

winfieldkj@gmail.com   Make cheques payable to High Country Driving Events 

Permission for Minor to Show: 

I hereby consent to the entry of my child,________________________________ in this equine event 

and certify that I have read the rules and regulations pertaining to this event and accept responsibility 

for the participation of said minor. 

Parent/Guardian:________________________________________   Date:______________________ 

 

NOTE:  NO DOGS PERMITTED ON SITE 

 

At the Bar U National Historic Site 
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